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EDITORIAL.
I am pleased to say that I have received a fair number of
articles for the newsletter, and these are included iV this issue.
I t,hink everyone will find them interesting.
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There is enough material to hand, at present, to enable me to
hold some in reserve for future. issues, and if this trend continues
it should be possible to keep the newsletter about the same size
every month.
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It is hoped to include track diagrams and railway poems,
and if anyone comes across articles.of intderest inhnewspapers hnot
norma lly taken by people 1iving in the Dun e e=Pe r t area e g , t e
Press & Journal, Glasgow'Herald, PraVda, etc., these articles
could be copied out in the newsletter.
Articles about local
lines from old papers would be appreciated.
All material will be
returned, but don't send newspaper 'dot' phopographs as these do
not copy well.
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Mr. Duncan of Newtyle has kindly offered the group access
to his collection of articles and books about the·Dundee Newtyle
railway.
Iwas hoping to have another outdoor me et Lrig , taking the
group to visit stations on the Dundee Newtyle new railway, Alyth
Junction, Ardler Junction etc., members bringing such photographs
and track diagrams as they have or the various stations.
An organised walk into the Law tunnel with more adequate
lighting arrangem~nts might be possible, and we'could round off
the day at Mr. Duncan's.
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Acco~ding to B.R. sources, potato traffic on the Strathmore
branch, the mainstay of this line, has fallen of by 46%, du~ to
the fact that lorries from England which have been takLng loads up
to the oilfields have been taking return loads of potapoes
South
for as little as three pounds per ton, enough to cover fuel wages
etc.,
'
The line from Perth (Hilton Junction) to Lady bank is now
worked at a cost of £90,600 by the tokenless block system. ,There.
are still sidings and a passing loop at Newburgh.
A large quarry
near Newburgh(Glenburnie)
has several sidings; most of this traffic
is worked from the Ladybank end. There is speculation as to how
long Newburgh signal box is to remain in use. At present it is
closed at night, the box being switched out. This means only one
train in this section at a time, but with the present pattern of
train services this should not be much of a problem. \.The
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-2approximate

for the run Hilton-Newburgh-Ladybank

is forty minutes.

The station-house at Almondbank is due to be demolished some
time in the future t<bmake' way for a road improvement scheme.
This will eliminate the Bad right-hand bend over the old PerthCrieff railway at this point.
The lifting of the goods avoiding lines at Perth has been
completed with the exception of several isolated sidings at the
old Highland shed next to the Glasgow road bridge.
Next to the .
old stabling point, the former up-and-down roads have been retained
as sidings for storing motor-rail Car tic 4 sets •
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The Perth Harbour branch is now completely obliterated as a
seWAr has been laid from near the junction with the main line
down to Shore road following the old track bed. The line from Shore
road to the harbour which followed the s<bde of the road, has now
been lifted and made into a pavement.
The only traces of the track
left are up at the quay-side itself •
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by Lindsay Horne
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The right big end has got a knock,
And steam blaws through the sander cock.
The left injector's blawin' back,
So give attention tae the clack.
When yir packin' the small ejector,
Fit on the gauge glass, a protector.
Pit some metal on the blocks,
An' tak awa' the wee end Knocks.
The fore end's dry for want 0' ile,
The biler's it's gaun aff the bile,
The troub le there's no' ill tae seek,
For froe her tubes I see a leak.
Noo geordie dinna think that's a',
The bloomin' whistle winna blaw~
THE

PEOPLES JOURNAL June 10, I972.

"An arChitectural "gem" now being vand81ised, Lochee Railway
Station,\is to be saved by the Burns Club. The Corporation
Planning Committee agreed the station should be let to the club
on a 20 years' lease.
LINDSAY
HORNE
THE PLAS1,iATRAIN
British Rail are now at work developing this train, designed
to run at speeds well in excess of 100 miles per hour~ but using
existing track and signalling arrangements.
A student at the Tech worked on it at Derby during his Summer
Holidays, and became so obsessed with it that we used to sing
"The Night They Invented The Plasma Train" when he told us about/

-3about it for the nth time.
Assuming good brakes, the only factor affecting the stopping
distance of a train is the amount of friction between the wheels'
and the rail.
There is quite a good deal of friction between a
steel wheel and a steel rail, but ih practice it has been found
that a very thin film of oil and grease builds up on the surface
of rails and wheels-i~novable
in normal conditions, which acts as
a lubricant and greatly reduces friction.
The Plasma Train has a plasma torch fitted in front of the
leading bogies, this torch providing an electri~ arc between the
vechicle body and the surface of the rail.
The arc subjects the surface of the rail to a very high
temperature for a short period of time, sufficient to burn off the
grease film without causing any damage to the rail.
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At best it has been found that the train equipped with plasma
torches can stop in the same distance as a conventional train
from travelling at three times the speed •
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On curves, the rails are canted by raising the level of the
outer rail above the level of the inner rail.
The angle of cant
is determined by equating the weight of a vehicle to the force
tending to overturn it, which itself is a function of the radius
of the curve and the velocity of the vechicle.
Thus on any curve
the cant is only correct for vehicles rounding it at a certain
speed, and in practice when a cant angle is being determined,
the average speed of vehicles likely to pass over the curve is
chosed for the calculations.
A good example of this point is the
motor-cycle "wall of death" - a bike travelling too fast overturns outwards due to centrifugal force; a bike travelling too
slowly overturns inwards due to its own weight.
To run a plasma train over aline
at sp~eds three times normal
would involve costly work recanting track, so instead the vehicles
of the train are made to cant themselves by the simple means of
pivoting the vehicle bodies above their centres of gravity, with
the result that when the train rounds a curve the bodies remain
vertical, providing the increased moment required to keep the
vehicles on the rails.
B.R.

It is interesting to speculate 'on how differen~would
be
today had Brunel' s seven-foot gauge been adopted as standard.
A vehicle will only overturn when a vertical from its centre of
gravity (roughly the mid-point of the vehicle) falls outside its
wheel base, the more difficult it is for the vehicle to overturn, hence the great stability of broad-gauge trains •. Had
seven-foot gauge been adopted, speeds of 150 miles per hour would
..
"\probably be common-place now. Another classic case of an engineer
whose only mistake was to be too far ahead of his time.
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